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In recent years, dynamical phase transitions and out-of-equilibrium criticality have been at the
forefront of ultracold gases and condensed matter research. Whereas universality and scaling are
established topics in equilibrium quantum many-body physics, out-of-equilibrium extensions of such
concepts still leave much to be desired. Using exact diagonalization and the time-dependent varia-
tional principle in uniform martrix product states, we calculate the time evolution of the local order
parameter and Loschmidt return rate in transverse-field Ising chains with antiferromagnetic power
law-decaying interactions, and map out the corresponding rich dynamical phase diagram. Anoma-
lous cusps in the return rate, which are ubiquitous at small quenches within the ordered phase in
the case of ferromagnetic long-range interactions, are absent within the accessible timescales of our
simulations in the antiferromagnetic case, showing that long-range interactions are not a sufficient
condition for their appearance. We attribute this to much weaker domain-wall binding in the an-
tiferromagnetic case. For quenches across the quantum critical point, regular cusps appear in the
return rate and connect to the local order parameter changing sign, indicating the concurrence of
two major concepts of dynamical phase transitions. Our results consolidate conclusions of previous
works that a necessary condition for the appearance of anomalous cusps in the return rate after
quenches within the ordered phase is for topologically trivial local spin flips to be the energetically
dominant excitations in the spectrum of the quench Hamiltonian. Our findings are readily accessible
in modern trapped-ion setups, and we outline the associated experimental considerations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of equilibrium classical and quan-
tum phase transitions is rather well-established.1,2 Not
only are theoretical tools such as renormalization group3

able to accurately predict equilibrium critical points
and exponents, but also modern ultracold-atom ex-
periments can realize quantum phase transitions with
great reliability.4–7 A foundational breakthrough in this
field has been the discovery of equilibrium universality
classes, which characterize a set of different models that
share the same critical exponents at a continuous phase
transition.1,2 In other words, these models, though per-
haps quite different away from the phase transition, be-
have very similarly in its vicinity.

The situation is not as well developed in out-
of-equilibrium physics, even though impressive ex-
perimental advances in quantum simulators have al-
lowed unprecedented control in the observation of var-
ious intriguing out-of-equilibrium phenomena such as
prethermalization,8–10 gauge-theory dynamics,11–19 time
crystals,20–23 Kibble-Zurek mechanism,24–28 dynamical
phase transitions,29–32 many-body localization,33,34 and
many-body dephasing.35 Even though dynamical univer-
sality classes have been discovered for classical systems,36

quantum many-body models still lack a clear classifica-
tion of dynamical universality.

Recently, a connection has been made in out-of-
equilibrium quantum many-body systems to equilibrium
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criticality. Specfically, the concept of dynamical quantum
phase transitions37–42 (DQPT; also known as DPT-II43)
has been introduced to offer a dynamical analog of the
thermal free energy in the form of the Loschmidt return
rate

r(t) = − lim
N→∞

1

N
ln
∣∣ 〈ψ0| e−iHt |ψ0〉

∣∣2, (1)

where complexified time stands for inverse temperature.
Here, N is the size of the system under study, H its
Hamiltonian, and |ψ0〉 the initial state. The time tc
at which r(t) exhibits a nonanalyticity is a critical time
at which a dynamical quantum phase transition occurs,
much the same way as in equilibrium where a thermal
phase transition occurs at the critical temperature at
which the thermal free energy has a nonanalyticity. The
theory of thermal phase transitions is thus extended into
the far-from-equilibrium realm, wherein DPT-II serves
as a formal concept of dynamical phase transitions. Fur-
ther extensions of universal scaling behavior in the vicin-
ity of cusps in the return rate have also been recently
explored.44–49 A rigorous treatment of DPT-II can be
found in several recent reviews,40–42 along with experi-
mental observations of them.29–31

The Loschmidt return rate (1) can exhibit nonana-
lytic cusps under certain conditions.50 In the seminal
work of Ref. 37, it has been shown that quenches in
the nearest-neighbor transverse-field Ising chain (NN-
TFIC) give rise to nonanalyticities in the Loschmidt re-
turn rate only when carried out across the equilibrium
quantum critical point hec. Early assumptions that the
appearance of such cusps in the return rate may be spe-
cific to integrable models mappable onto two-band free
fermionic systems have been refuted through numerical
studies51 in the time-dependent density matrix renormal-
ization group52–58 based on matrix product states.59,60

Indeed, the next-nearest-neighbor transverse-field and
the nearest-neighbor tilted-field Ising chains, both non-
integrable models, exhibit nonanalytic Loschmidt return
rates in the wake of certain quenches.51 Additionally,
quenching across the equilibrium quantum critical point
has been found to be neither a necessary nor sufficient
condition for cusps to appear in the Loschmidt return
rate.61–63 Even in two-band free fermionic models with
long-range couplings,64–66 a quench is found to cause
cusps in the Loschmidt return rate only when it crosses a
dynamical critical point hdc ≤ hec, but it is not necessary
for the quench to go across hec.

Naturally, the question then arises of how DPT-II is
connected to the Landau-type dynamical phase transi-
tion (DPT-I) characterized by the dynamics of a local
order parameter in the wake of a quench.67–69 Consid-
ering the case of an ordered initial state, the local or-
der parameter can either asymptotically decay to a con-
stant value without changing sign for small quenches to
h < hdc , or it oscillates around zero with an amplitude
that vanishes in the long-time limit for large quenches to
h > hdc .70–76 In case the model has a finite-temperature

phase transition, the former (latter) case coincides with
an ordered (disordered) long-time steady state. Numeri-
cal studies have indicated that hdc is the same for DPT-
I and DPT-II particularly in the case of ferromagnetic
(FM) long-range interactions,77–83 although this depends
on the specific definition of the phases of DPT-II.84 This
picture is also found to persist even at finite tempera-
ture. For example, quenches in the NN-TFIC at finite
temperature will always give rise to an analytic return
rate,85 which coincides with the absence of an equilibrium
phase transition in this model at finite temperature. On
the other hand, the fully connected transverse-field Ising
model, also known as the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick (LMG)
model, which supports a finite-temperature phase transi-
tion in equilibrium, exhibits two different kinds of cusps
depending on whether one quenches below or above a dy-
namical critical point hdc (hi, T ) from the ordered phase,
where this dynamical critical point depends on the ini-
tial value of the transverse-field strength hi and the tem-
perature T at which the initial state is prepared.79–81,86

This is also found to coincide with a long-time ferromag-
netic or paramagnetic steady state, respectively, and is
directly related to the LMG model hosting an equilib-
rium phase transition at a temperature T < Tc, where
Tc is its thermal critical point. Cusps arising in the re-
turn rate of the LMG model for quenches below hdc (hi, T )
within the ordered phase, where T is the temperature at
which the initial state is prepared, are called anomalous
and they do not correspond to any zeros in the dynam-
ics of the order parameter. Their regular counterparts
occur when the quench goes from the ordered phase to
above hdc (hi, T ), and just as in the traditional case of
the NN-TFIC at T = 0, these cusps correspond to ze-
ros in the dynamics of the order parameter. Anomalous
cusps have been shown to occur when the quench Hamil-
tonian’s spectrum in the ordered phase energetically fa-
vors local spin excitations, such as in the case of the LMG
model,79–81 two-dimensional quantum Ising models,87,88

and transverse-field Ising chains with sufficiently long-
range FM interactions.77,78,89

In this work, we extend the connection between DPT-
I and DPT-II to transverse-field Ising chains with an-
tiferromagnetic (AF) power-law interactions. Given
their experimental feasibility and more natural im-
plementation in trapped ions relative to their FM
counterparts,29,30,34,90–94 it is important to understand
the dynamical critical properties of these systems to
guide and complement modern ion-trap setups in their
investigations. Moreover, when interactions are long-
range, frustration arises in the AF case, but not in the
FM case. It is therefore an interesting question in its
own right what the effect of frustration is on quench dy-
namics in the AF-TFIC. As we demonstrate using ex-
tensive numerical calculations based on tensor network
methods and exact diagonalization, long-range interac-
tions are not a sufficient condition for anomalous cusps
to appear, such that frustration considerably modifies the
phenomenology of DQPTs.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II,
we discuss the paradigmatic quantum Ising chain with
power-law interactions and its equilibrium features both
in the AF and FM cases, including analytic and numer-
ical investigations of the underlying domain-wall inter-
actions. Our numerical results obtained from infinite
matrix product states (iMPS) and exact diagonalization
(ED) are then presented in Sec. III. Experimental con-
siderations of our findings are discussed in Sec. IV. We
provide concluding remarks and an outlook in Sec. V. In
Appendix A we discuss the two-kink model. Further de-
tails on our iMPS framework are provided in Appendix B.
A detailed explanation of our ED implementation can be
found in Appendix C.

II. MODEL AND ITS EQUILIBRIUM PHYSICS

The power-law interacting TFIC is given by the Hamil-
tonian

H = − J

Kα

∑
j<`

σzjσ
z
`

|`− j|α
− h

∑
j

σxj , (2)

where σ
{x,y,z}
j are the Pauli matrices on site j, h is the

transverse-field strength, α is the interaction exponent,
and J is the spin coupling constant. We have also in-
cluded the Kac normalization95

Kα = lim
N→∞

1

N − 1

N∑
m=1

N −m
mα

, (3)

which ensures energy extensivity for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. AF
interactions are realized for J < 0, while interactions are
FM when J > 0. Generically, this model is nonintegrable
for finite α > 0, with two integrable points at α = 0
giving rise to the LMG model in the limit of infinite-range
interactions, and α→∞ leading to the NN-TFIC.96,97

The excitations of the TFIC are either topological in
the form of domain-wall states, or topologically trivial
in the case of local spin flips, and in the FM case it
has been shown that there is a crossover between these
excitations at sufficiently long-range interactions based
on the quasiparticle Ansatz.98 In Refs. 89 and 99, long-
range interactions have been shown to strongly influ-
ence quench dynamics and dynamical criticality when
binding of domain walls becomes energetically favorable
in the spectrum of the quench Hamiltonian. Indeed,
in the presence of FM power-law interactions at small
transverse-field strength, single-domain states are ener-
getically favored to have small domains, see Fig. 1. This
domain-wall binding leads to constrained dynamics with
very slow decay of the order parameter in the wake of a
quench, even when the model is in the short-range equi-
librium universality class (α ≥ 3).74,99 Domain-wall cou-
pling has also been shown to be a necessary condition
for the appearance of anomalous cusps in the Loschmidt
return rate.65,77 This intriguing phenomenon also ex-
ists in quantum Ising chains with exponentially decaying

Ferromagnet (FM)
<latexit sha1_base64="RBQVlmgABUP61WrFMoFu3OQB6+4=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkpSD3osCsWLUMF+QBvKZjtpl242YXdTKKH/xIsHRbz6T7z5b9y0OWjrg4HHezPMzPNjzpR2nG+rsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHtnHJ20VJZJCi0Y8kl2fKOBMQEszzaEbSyChz6HjT+4yvzMFqVgknvQsBi8kI8ECRok20sC2GyBllImgcaXxcDmwy07VWQCvEzcnZZSjObC/+sOIJiEITTlRquc6sfZSIjWjHOalfqIgJnRCRtAzVJAQlJcuLp/jC6MMcRBJU0Ljhfp7IiWhUrPQN50h0WO16mXif14v0cGNlzIRJxoEXS4KEo51hLMY8JBJoJrPDCFUMnMrpmMiCdUmrJIJwV19eZ20a1X3qlp7rJXrt3kcRXSGzlEFuega1dE9aqIWomiKntErerNS68V6tz6WrQUrnzlFf2B9/gBUhZLL</latexit>

Antiferromagnet (AF)
<latexit sha1_base64="8CaManLvT+ni1fCfUezbvbfWlzs=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoMQL2EmHvSYKIjHCGaBJISeTk3SpKdn6K4RYgj+ihcPinj1P7z5N3aWgyY+KHi8V0VVPT+WwqDrfjupldW19Y30ZmZre2d3L7t/UDNRojlUeSQj3fCZASkUVFGghEasgYW+hLo/uJ749QfQRkTqHocxtEPWUyIQnKGVOtmjskIRgNbRxACk+fLNWSebcwvuFHSZeHOSI3NUOtmvVjfiSQgKuWTGND03xvaIaRRcwjjTSgzEjA9YD5qWKhaCaY+m14/pqVW6NIi0LYV0qv6eGLHQmGHo286QYd8sehPxP6+ZYHDZHgkVJwiKzxYFiaQY0UkUtCs0cJRDSxjXwt5KeZ9pxtEGlrEheIsvL5NaseCdF4p3xVzpah5HmhyTE5InHrkgJXJLKqRKOHkkz+SVvDlPzovz7nzMWlPOfOaQ/IHz+QN8ZJST</latexit>

Monopole
<latexit sha1_base64="zA0YdqNo11y9GORarKuTil6RBww=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tDoNgFe5iEcuAjY0QwXxAcoS9zVyyZG/33N0TwpE/YWOhiK1/x85/4ya5QhMfDDzem2FmXphwpo3nfTuFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80tYyVRRbVHKpuiHRyJnAlmGGYzdRSOKQYyec3Mz9zhMqzaR4MNMEg5iMBIsYJcZK3TspZCI5DsoVr+ot4K4TPycVyNEclL/6Q0nTGIWhnGjd873EBBlRhlGOs1I/1ZgQOiEj7FkqSIw6yBb3ztwLqwzdSCpbwrgL9fdERmKtp3FoO2NixnrVm4v/eb3URNdBxkSSGhR0uShKuWukO3/eHTKF1PCpJYQqZm916ZgoQo2NqGRD8FdfXiftWtW/qtbua5VGPY+jCGdwDpfgQx0acAtNaAEFDs/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz82TZAK</latexit>

Dipole
<latexit sha1_base64="WRUVSzlKK1Dt8pogAFXn/QpGoX0=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5iEcuAFpYRzAckR9jbzCVr9m6P3T0hHPkPNhaK2Pp/7Pw3bpIrNPHBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbS1TxbDFpJCqG1CNgsfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7ASTm7nfeUKluYwfzDRBP6KjmIecUWOl9i1PpMBBueJW3QXIOvFyUoEczUH5qz+ULI0wNkxQrXuemxg/o8pwJnBW6qcaE8omdIQ9S2MaofazxbUzcmGVIQmlshUbslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS0147Wc8TlKDMVsuClNBjCTz18mQK2RGTC2hTHF7K2FjqigzNqCSDcFbfXmdtGtV76pau69VGvU8jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEFDB7hGV7hzZHOi/PufCxbC04+cwp/4Hz+AIECjwo=</latexit>

Initial
<latexit sha1_base64="lXKidvYg7GiNwZ6CjJTDdNlDCT0=">AAAB7nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCruxSMqAjXYRzAOSJcxOZpMhs7PLzF0hLPkIGwtFbP0eO//GSbKFJh4YOJxzL3fOCRIpDLrut1PY2t7Z3Svulw4Oj45PyqdnHROnmvE2i2WsewE1XArF2yhQ8l6iOY0CybvB9Hbhd5+4NiJWjzhLuB/RsRKhYBSt1L1XAgWVw3LFrbpLkE3i5aQCOVrD8tdgFLM04gqZpMb0PTdBP6MaBZN8XhqkhieUTemY9y1VNOLGz5bfnZMrq4xIGGv7FJKl+nsjo5ExsyiwkxHFiVn3FuJ/Xj/FsOFnQiUpcsVWh8JUEozJIjsZCc0ZypkllGmbnBE2oZoytA2VbAneeuRN0qlVvZtq7aFWadbzOopwAZdwDR7UoQl30II2MJjCM7zCm5M4L86787EaLTj5zjn8gfP5A02wj4E=</latexit>

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. (Color online). (a) Initial states and single-domain
excitations with a domain of length M spins. We call such
excitations monopoles (dipoles) if M is odd (even). We note
that even though we initially prepare the system in a ground
state of Eq. (2) at field strength hi = 0, we have checked that
our conclusions are independent of the choice of hi < he

c. (b)
The domain potential Vα,χ(M), see Eq. (4), denotes the cost
of a domain ofM sites with respect to a ground state of Eq. (2)
at zero transverse-field strength. Shown here for α = 1.6, this
potential is significantly greater in the case of ferromagnetic
(FM, J > 0) compared to antiferromagnetic (AF, J < 0)
interactions. Distinctly from the FM case, monopole exci-
tations under AF interactions are energetically more costly
due to frustration, a feature absent in the case of FM in-
teractions. (c) Equilibrium phase diagram of the power-law
interacting (∝ −J/rα with r inter-spin distance) transverse-
field Ising chain (TFIC), given in Eq. (2) with FM or AF
interactions. The α-dependent equilibrium quantum critical
point he

c(α) separates an ordered phase at h < he
c from a

paramagnetic phase at h > he
c. The crossover field strength

hcross(α), also α-dependent, is an upper bound with regards to
domain-wall binding. At sufficiently small h < hcross, it is al-
ways energetically favorable in the case of FM interactions for
domain walls to bind. When interactions are AF this applies
only in case of dipole single-domain states, whereas monopole
domains are energetically favored to either grow into larger
monopole domains or decay into dipoles. Domain-wall bind-
ing is particularly prominent in the TFIC with FM power-law
interactions where for small α (i.e., long-range interactions)
we find that hcross ≈ he

c. On the other hand, in the TFIC
with AF power-law interactions, domain-wall binding is very
weak with a much smaller value of hcross, where we also find
that hcross � he

c for the range of α accessible in our matrix
product state calculations.
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interactions.89 When bound domain walls dominate the
low-energy spectrum of the quench Hamiltonian, then
even when the model is of the short-range universality
class in equilibrium, small quenches from the ordered
phase do not lead to an exponential decay in the or-
der parameter, as in the case of nearest-neighbor in-
teractions where domain walls propagate freely.75,76 In-
stead, the order parameter shows persistent long-time
order and oscillations, as has been shown in recent ex-
act diagonalization99 and iMPS studies.74,89 Only at suf-
ficiently large h does the effect of domain-wall binding
vanish, as then domain walls are not attractive just as
in the case of the NN-TFIC, where domain walls freely
propagate at any value of h below the equilibrium critical
point.

This domain-wall binding effect is also present in the
AF-TFIC, but there is additionally domain-wall repul-
sion, depending on the type of single-domain state con-
sidered. As depicted in Fig. 1(a), we can define in the
cases of both the FM-TFIC and the AF-TFIC two kinds
of single-domain states: dipole excitations, where the
domain in between the two domain walls is of an even
length M , and monopole excitations when M is odd. In
order to better understand how these two types of exci-
tations behave under FM or AF interactions, it is use-
ful to consider the low-energy regime of the system in
Eq. (2) by mapping it onto the two-kink model99–101 (see
Appendix A). Inherently, the latter restricts the Hilbert
space to just single-domain states, which is a valid ap-
proximation when |h| � |J |/Kα in Eq. (2). The energetic
cost of a single-domain state with respect to the corre-
sponding ground state of Eq. (2) at zero transverse-field
strength is given by the domain potential

Vα,χ(M) =
4J

Kα

M∑
`=1

N→∞∑
r=`

χr

rα
, (4)

where M is the length of the domain and χ = sgn(J).
The energetic cost of two domain walls separated by

M sites is strongly influenced by whether the interactions
are FM (χ = 1) or AF (χ = −1), particularly when they
are long-range. The staggering due to χ = −1 in the
AF case leads to a much smaller Vα,χ(M) than in the
FM case for the same α and M : Vα,−1(M)� Vα,+1(M).
Indeed, this is demonstrated in Fig. 1(b) for α = 1.6. It
will be interesting to see how the much weaker domain-
wall binding in the case of AF interactions will influence
the quench dynamics of the AF-TFIC compared to its
FM counterpart. Another major difference between the
domain potentials of the FM and AF cases is that in
the former dipole and monopole excitations behave the
same, insomuch that they favor smaller domains at zero
transverse-field strength. In the AF case, this holds true
for dipole domains, whereas monople domains are ener-
getically favored to be large; see inset of Fig. 1(b). In the
regime of small quenches, dipole excitations are expected
to play a more dominant role in the case of AF interac-
tions, as monopole excitations are high-energy states.

We summarize the equilibrium physics of the AF-TFIC
along with that of its FM counterpart for comparison.
The only difference from its FM counterpart is the sign
of J in Eq. (2). As we have seen, this seemingly triv-
ial difference leads to vastly different equilibrium proper-
ties and phase diagrams,102,103 as illustrated in Fig. 1(c).
Whereas the FM-TFIC hosts a finite-temperature phase
transition for α < 2,104–107 the AF-TFIC does not, re-
gardless of the value of α. Long-range interactions are
relevant for α < 3 in the FM case,107 while in the AF-
TFIC they are relevant for α ≤ 2.25.102 Similarly to
its FM counterpart, at zero temperature the AF-TFIC
has an α-dependent equilibrium quantum critical point
hec(α), which however increases from zero at α = 0 to |J |
in the nearest-neighbor limit α→∞, whereas in the FM
case it is 2J at α = 0 and decreases monotonically to
J in the nearest-neighbor limit.103,108,109 The difference
between both models is indeed striking at small α, as
shown by the MPS calculations in Fig. 1(c) of the equi-
librium quantum critical point hec and the crossover field
strength hcross. We define the latter as the value of the
transverse-field strength below which it is energetically
more favorable for two domain walls to be bound, rather
than infinitely separated.89 In the AF case, this applies
only for dipole excitations, because their monopole coun-
terparts are repulsive. In this sense, hcross serves as an
upper bound for domain-wall binding in the FM-TFIC
and for dipole excitations in the AF-TFIC.

The equilibrium quantum critical points of the FM-
TFIC and AF-TFIC separate further the smaller α is,
whereas in the short-range limit α ≥ 3 they approach
|J |, which is the equilibrium quantum critical point of the
NN-TFIC irrespective of whether interactions are FM or
AF. Common to both models, hcross approaches hec at
longer interaction ranges. Within the accessible α values
in our MPS calculations, we find that hcross ≈ hec for α .
2 in case of FM interactions, whereas for the AF-TFIC
hcross � hec down to the smallest finite α we achieve.
As we will see in Sec. III A, this will lead to dynamical
criticality in the AF-TFIC that is fundamentally different
from that of the FM-TFIC.

III. QUENCH DYNAMICS

We now present our numerical results for the time evo-
lution of the local order parameter

M(t) = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
j=1

(−1)j 〈ψ0| eiHtσzj e−iHt |ψ0〉 , (5)

and return rate (1) in the AF-TFIC starting in a ground
state of Eq. (2) at an initial transverse-field strength
hi = 0, and then quenching to a final value h > 0. For
α > 0, the ground-state manifold of the AF-TFIC for
hi < hec is doubly degenerate, consisting of the two Néel
states |· · · ↑j↓j+1 · · ·〉 and |· · · ↓j↑j+1 · · ·〉 at hi = 0. In
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the fully connected limit of α = 0, the ground-state man-
ifold is infinitely degenerate, growing with system size N
as O(N !/[(N/2)!]2). Even though in this work we present
results only for hi = 0, we have checked that our conclu-
sions are valid also for other values of hi < hec. We do not
present results for hi > hec, as the picture is qualitatively
identical to that of the FM-TFIC already presented in
Ref. 77.

A. Nonintegrable model at finite α > 1

Using iMPS in the framework of the time-dependent
variational principle (TDVP),119–121 we calculate the
time evolution of the local order parameter (5) and the
Loschmidt-echo return rate (1). We restrict our calcu-
lations to α ≥ 1.6 due to numerical overhead; see Ap-
pendix B 1 for details. We use the trick of backward time
evolution in order to double the longest evolution time
accessible for the return rate, although this is not pos-
sible for the local order parameter.77 This is why in the
following iMPS results r(t) achieves double the maximal
evolution time reached in M(t); see Appendix B 2 for
details. Our most demanding calculations achieve con-
vergence at an evolution time-step τ = 0.005/J with a
maximal bond dimension D = 300.

Mean-field analysis shows that long-range interactions
in the AF-TFIC are relevant for α ≤ 2.25.102 As such,
we show in Fig. 2 the dynamics for α = 1.6. We con-
sider three different ranges in the values of the final
transverse-field strength h. The first is h ∈

(
0, hcross

)
,

where in the FM phase the return rate can give rise to
anomalous cusps without any zero crossings in the order
parameter.77,89 In Fig. 2(a), we show the dynamics of
the return rate and order parameter at h = 0.044|J | <
hcross(α = 1.6) ≈ 0.051|J |. The return rate is smooth
without any cusps for all evolution times we are able to
access in iMPS even though h < hcross. This can be
explained by noting that in the case of AF interactions,
hcross is considerably smaller than its counterpart in the
FM case for the same value of α. This means that anoma-
lous cusps could potentially appear at extremely long
evolution times in the AF case, making them inacces-
sible in iMPS and also modern ion-trap setups. Indeed,
similar values of h in the FM case have yielded no anoma-
lous cusps within accessible evolution times, even when
larger values h < hcross have due to faster dynamics.77

A spectral analysis of the return rate and the first rate-
function branch78 (see Appendix B 3) above it in Fig. 2(a)
reveals that they oscillate at the same frequency within
the precision of our numerics, and therefore, we cannot
ascertain whether they will intersect at later times to
yield nonanalyticities in the return rate. Instead, we see
in Fig. 2(a)—as we have also checked and found for var-
ious values of h ∈

(
0, hcross

)
—that no anomalous cusps

arise even after many cycles of the return rate. It is
interesting to note, however, how the dynamics of the
order parameter is nevertheless quite constrained, show-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. (Color online). Quench dynamics of the Loschmidt-
echo return rate (solid blue line), first rate-function branch
(dotted gray line; see Appendix B 3), and local order parame-
ter (dot-dashed orange line) for the transverse-field Ising chain
with antiferromagnetic long-range interactions ∝ 1/rα with
α = 1.6 after starting in a Néel; see Eq. (2) for J < 0. (a)
Unlike the case of ferromagnetic interactions77 (J > 0), here
anomalous cusps are absent for all evolution times accessible
in our iMPS calculations when h < hcross ≈ 0.051|J |. Never-
theless, like in the FM case, the order parameter shows persis-
tent oscillations with little decay74,99 at the same frequency
as the return rate. (b) Similarly to the ferromagnetic case,89

however, cusps are absent when hcross < h < hd
c ≈ 0.284|J |,

and (c) dynamical criticality appears only in the form of reg-
ular cusps when h > hd

c , with these cusps coinciding with
a zero crossing of the order parameter. Note that within
the precision of our iMPS simulations, we have found in the
case of antiferromagnetic interactions that the dynamical and
equilibrium critical points seem to coincide (hd

c ≈ he
c) regard-

less of α, which is different from the case of ferromagnetic
interactions77 where hd

c ≤ he
c with the two critical points co-

inciding only in the nearest-neighbor limit α→∞.

ing little decay over a significant temporal interval, while
displaying persistent oscillations at roughly the same fre-
quency as the return rate. This is qualitatively similar to
the case of the FM-TFIC for small quenches within the
ordered phase.74 This is expected from the point of view
of perturbation theory: The only eigenstates of the final
Hamiltonian that the initial state has significant overlap
with, are those with very few single spin flips. At low en-
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ergies the spectrum of these excitations is roughly linear,
fixing the oscillation period, while the minimal magneti-
zation is limited by the number of spin flips in the state
with the highest overlap.

The dynamical critical point hdc (hi, α) is the final
quench value of the transverse-field strength above
which the order parameter crosses zero during the time
evolution.89 In models that host a finite-temperature
phase transition, this corresponds to hdc separating a
long-time ordered steady state (h < hdc ) from a para-
magnetic one (h > hdc ). In various models, this has been
shown to coincide with a transition in the return rate
from exhibiting anomalous cusps or no cusps at all for
h < hdc to regular cusps for h > hdc .38,79–81,89 This pic-
ture persists in the AF-TFIC as well, where in Fig. 2(a,b)
we see no cusps when h < hdc and the order parameter
does not cross zero within the evolution times accessi-
ble in iMPS. However, unlike in Fig. 2(a), the dynamics
in Fig. 2(b) is not constrained. The return rate seems
close to equilibration already during the accessible evo-
lution times in iMPS, while the order parameter shows a
relatively fast decay.

The picture qualitatively changes again in Fig. 2(c)
where h > hdc , and a regular cusp appears during the
evolution times obtained in iMPS. As expected,38 this
regular cusp connects to a zero crossing of the order pa-
rameter. Within the accuracy of our iMPS calculations,
we find that for a given value of α, the dynamical and
equilibrium critical points seem to be roughly the same,
hdc (hi, α) ≈ hec(α), with the dynamical critical point
showing little dependence on hi. This is quite different
from the case of FM-TFIC, where hdc (hi, α) ≤ hec(α) for
hi < hec, with their separation |hdc (hi, α) − hec(α)| grow-
ing larger the smaller α is.77 In both the FM-TFIC and
AF-TFIC, hdc (hi, α) = hec(α) for hi > hec, although in this
work we do not show results for this case since both mod-
els yield the same qualitative picture already discussed
for the FM-TFIC in Ref. 77.

For completeness, we repeat these results at α = 2 in
Fig. 3, and we arrive at the same conclusions as those
from Fig. 2 for α = 1.6. The larger value of α = 2 allows
us to push further in evolution times (see Appendix B 1),
but nevertheless no cusps can be seen for h < hec as shown
in Fig. 3(a,b), and the order parameter is always positive
for the evolution times we can access in iMPS. Again
worth noting is the slow decay in the order parameter for
the small quench h < hcross of Fig. 3(a), which exhibits
persistent oscillations at the same frequency of the return
rate. Once again, we have performed a spectral analysis
of the return rate and first rate-function branch above it
for this case, and within our numerical precision, it seems
they oscillate at the same frequency within the accessi-
ble evolution times. However, we cannot rule out that at
later times they may incur a phase between them that
will lead to anomalous cusps at very long times. Once
again, when h ∈ (hcross, h

e
c), we find quick equilibration

of the return rate and a relatively fast decay of the order
parameter, indicating the absence of constrained dynam-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. (Color online). Same as Fig. 2 but for α = 2. The
conclusions are identical with no cusps for h < he

c, and where
the return rate exhibits regular cusps corresponding to zero
crossings of the order parameter when h > he

c.

ics; cf. Fig. 3(b). On the other hand, regular cusps appear
when h > hec, as shown in Fig. 3(c). Also in this case the
regular cusps correspond to zero crossings in the order
parameter.

As a summary of the results presented in this section,
the dynamics of the AF-TFIC is fundamentally different
from that of its FM counterpart in that small quenches
in the ordered phase to h < hcross do not yield anoma-
lous cusps during attainable evolution times in iMPS,
and therefore, also times currently accessible in mod-
ern trapped-ion experiments. This can be understood
by noting the much weaker domain-wall binding exhib-
ited in this model compared to the FM-TFIC at the
same value of α. Furthermore, whereas both dipole and
monopole excitations energetically favor smaller domains
in the FM-TFIC and can shrink at first-order processes in
the transverse-field strength, in the AF-TFIC monopole
excitations with larger domains are energetically favored.
As such, in the single-domain picture of the AF-TFIC,
dipole excitations require at least second-order processes
in the transverse-field strength to shrink, and already
hcross is very small. This weak domain-wall binding be-
havior seems to at least significantly delay the appear-
ance of anomalous cusps to times currently inaccessible
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to both numerics and trapped-ion experiments.

B. Integrable case of α = 0

For α > 0, our initial state is a Néel state, i.e., a spin
configuration with alternating polarization. In a zero-
dimensional system with infinite-range interactions, such
a state is not unique. A system of N spin-1/2 degrees of
freedom has 2N eigenstates, which in the case of a sys-
tem with equal all-to-all interactions separate into only
O(N2) distinct eigenvalues. This implies that there are
large equivalency classes of states that behave indistin-
guishably during and after a quench. Consequently, it is
sufficient to initialize the system in a state that is equiv-
alent to the Néel state, which can be expressed in terms
of total spin length S and magnetization m along the
z-axis. We detail the derivation in Appendix C, which
gives the normalized result

|ψ0〉 =
∑
S

√
D(S)∑
S′ D(S′)

|S,m = 1/2〉 , (6)

where the degeneracy of the subspace with spin length S
is

DN (S) =
2S + 1

N + 1

(
N + 1
N
2 − S

)
. (7)

Within each |S,m〉 subspace, there is only trivial dynam-
ics, which thus does not need to be resolved.

Following the initialization in a Néel-equivalent state,
the system is evolved in time with the Lipkin-Meshkov-
Glick (LMG) Hamiltonian.122 The latter is obtained, up
to a trivial overall factor, in the limit of infinite-range
interactions (α = 0) of Eq. (2) and expressed in terms of

collective spin operators Ŝa = 1
2

∑N
i=1 σ

a
i as

H = − J

2N
ŜzŜz − ΓŜx, (8)

with Γ = h/4, in keeping with the LMG notation.122

In the case of FM interactions (J > 0), the LMG model
has a second-order phase transition at the quantum crit-
ical point Γe

c = J/2,123,124 with a corresponding dynam-
ical critical point Γd

c = (Γi + Γe
c)/2, for quenches start-

ing at Γi ≤ Γe
c, and Γd

c = Γe
c, for quenches starting at

Γi ≥ Γe
c.
79,80 In the case of AF interactions (J < 0), the

LMG model exhibits a first-order phase transition at the
quantum critical point Γe

c = 0.108,109

We now focus on the case of AF interactions and, with-
out loss of generality, we set in the following J = −1. The
conservation of total spin length S for α = 0 has a ma-
jor impact on the return rate. In case of a thermal initial
state, it has been argued that the (interferometric) return
rate employed here is unsuitable for the description of dy-
namical phase transitions.80,125 Instead, the Loschmidt
amplitude should be replaced by the fidelity of the ini-
tial and final density matrix, or similarly by summing

all Loschmidt amplitudes within the subspaces of fixed
spin.80 However, for the present case of a pure initial
state, the situation is quite different. The fidelity return
rate coincides with the definition (1), but the geomet-
ric connection with the quantum return rate is lost as
the corresponding wave packet on the Bloch sphere is ex-
tremely broad, thereby breaking the semiclassical picture
that connected the return rates in the first place.81 It is,
however, possible to recover a geometric interpretation
as follows. Consider the Néel-equivalent state with all
up-spins sorted to the left,

|ψ0〉 = |↑ . . . ↑↓ . . . ↓〉 =

∣∣∣∣N4 , N4
〉 ∣∣∣∣N4 ,−N4

〉
. (9)

The collective spin operators can be split into operators
acting exclusively on either the left or the right part of
the system (Sα = Sαl + Sαr ) such that the Hamiltonian
(8) describes two coupled LMG models, each with half
the original spin length

H =
∑
s=l,r

(
1

2N
Ŝzs Ŝ

z
s − ΓŜxs

)
+

1

N
Ŝzl Ŝ

z
r . (10)

Parametrizing the classical spin vector S =
S (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ)

ᵀ
, we obtain the clas-

sical equations of motion in the form

dθs
dt

= −Γ sinφs (11a)

dφs
dt

= −Γ cosφs cot θs +
1

4

∑
η=l,r

cos θη , (11b)

with s ∈ {l, r}, from which we can immediately read
off the modulus of the staggered magnetization in the
thermodynamic limit as

M(t) = |cos(Γt)| . (12)

The advantage of the representation via two cou-
pled systems lies in the well-localized spin WKB wave
function81,126,127 of the initial state (9), for which fur-
thermore all return rates coincide. It is now straightfor-
ward to apply the geometric interpretation81 to obtain

r(t) ≈ min
θ,φ

1

2

∑
s=l,r

1

4

[
sin2 ϑs(θl, θr, φl, φr|t) + sin2 θs

]
,

(13)

where ϑs(θl, θr, φl, φr|t) is the time-evolved polar angle
with initial coordinates θl, θr, φl, φr.

For the LMG model, every quench evolving the Néel
state with Γ 6= 0 results in a regular return rate with two
cusps in every period, as shown in Fig. 4. This behavior
is well captured by the spin WKB Ansatz, which shows
remarkable agreement with the corresponding ED result
in the estimated critical times. Note, however that the
height of the first peak is significantly underestimated
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Figure 4. (Color online). Return rate in the LMG model given
in Eq. (8) after starting in the initial state (9) and quenching
to Γ = |J |/15. ED result (blue) is obtained for N = 1201
spins. Geometric result is shown in red. Regardless of the
value of the latter, the return rate exhibits regular cusps.
The vertical lines indicate the snapshots in evolution time
t|J | = 10, 30, 95 at which the corresponding Bloch sphere
representation is shown in Fig. 5 from left to right, respec-
tively.

since in the steep tails of the wave function gradient cor-
rections become increasingly important. We also show
in Fig. 5 the WKB wave function on the Bloch sphere of
the left subsystem (top) and its right counterpart (bot-
tom), corresponding to evolution times marked by verti-
cal lines in Fig. 4. It is interesting to note that during
the early evolution shown in Fig. 5(a,d) the Loschmidt
vector, i.e., the time-evolved saddle-point coordinates of
Eq. (13), evolves in the opposite direction of the mag-
netization vector, exemplifying the enhanced spreading
of the AF WKB wave function. At the first cusp, the
Loschmidt vector spontaneously breaks the mirror sym-
metry x→ −x; see Fig. 5(b,e). As depicted in Fig. 5(c,f),
only shortly before the magnetization returns to its initial
value does the symmetric saddle point take over again,
resulting in two cusps per period as also observed in the
ED result of Fig. 4.

Phenomenologically, it is not surprising that the return
rate in the case of the LMG model with AF interactions
only regular cusps appear after quenching from the Néel
state, since at T = 0 the AF LMG has no order at any
Γ > Γe

c = 0 . As such, any quenches from a Néel state
will lead to regular cusps in the return rate, and corre-
spondingly an order parameter oscillating around zero,
in accordance with Eq. (12).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, we discuss the observability of our
results in ion-trap setups. In this platform, spins-1/2
are represented by a suitable choice of two internal
electronic states, between which interactions are trans-
mitted via a phonon bus using lasers or microwave
fields that are tuned close to the vibrational modes of
the ion crystal,115,128 e.g., using a Moelmer–Soerensen
configuration.129

An experimental sequence to study the cusps in the

AF-TFIC may proceed as follows: (i) First, the system
is initialized in a Néel product state, which can be done
with near-perfect precision using optical pumping.130–132

(ii) Then, the electromagnetic fields are turned on that
generate the effective spin–spin Hamiltonian. (iii) Af-
ter an adjustable evolution time, the Loschmidt am-
plitude can be read out by projecting onto the initial
state.29 Since this is a product state, standard fluores-
cence imaging of the individual electronic states of the
ions is sufficient, which again can be performed with high
precision.130–132 Although observing the overlap with a
specific state is exponentially inefficient, such measure-
ments have been demonstrated for systems up to N =
16,91 and in special cases even for more than N = 100
ions.133 In the context of DQPTs, the projectors have
been measured for up to N = 10 ions in a ferromagnetic
setting, from which cusps at N → ∞ have been reliably
extrapolated.29

The Hamiltonian governing step (ii) is worthy of
some further discussion. The natural spin–spin inter-
actions in trapped ions are—due to the collective char-
acter of the phonon modes—long ranged, with a de-
crease over distance that can be adjusted by tuning the
frequency of the Moelmer–Soerensen fields relative to
the phonon frequencies.115 In many experiments, these
interactions are well described by a spatial power-law
decay,91–93,133 an approximation that works rather well
for small systems.134,135 Increasing the detuning to the
phonon frequencies, larger power-law exponents can be
achieved, with a range of α accessible with current
laser powers that lies approximately between 0.6 and
1.5.93 In addition, by tuning close to the lowest mode,
which has the largest frequency separation from the other
modes, α = 0 can be achieved. In current experiments,
the power-law interactions are induced using the radial
phonon modes, which are closer spaced than the axial
modes.115 In such a configuration, the lowest-frequency
mode is the zig-zag mode,118 which has opposite oscil-
lation amplitude at neighboring ions. This pattern is
imprinted on the generated effective interactions, which
as a consequence are naturally of antiferromagnetic type.
There have also been various proposals to precisely en-
gineer desired interaction patterns using several laser
fields136–138 or segmented Paul traps,128 which could
overcome any imprecision in the power-law couplings and
extend the range of accessible power-law exponents. As
a final note, a transverse field can easily be implemented
in the Moelmer–Soerensen configuration using an asym-
metric detuning to the blue and red phonon sidebands.93

In such experiments, a main potential restriction for
the observability of the cusps is the achievable evolu-
tion times, which are limited due to dissipative processes
such as spontaneous emission or fluctuations of mag-
netic fields or laser intensities. Nevertheless, current ex-
periments reach evolution times on the order of several
Kα/J ,10,29,92,93,133 which are on the order of the times
studied here numerically. Hence, the physics discussed
here on the basis of numerical simulation should be ob-
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Figure 5. (Color online). Bloch sphere representation of the spin WKB wave function (shown as a flock of initialization
points) together with the trajectories of the magnetization (blue) and the Loschmidt vector (red). Dashed black circles indicate
the equator. Depicted is a quench from the initial state (9) to Γ = |J |/15 at times (a,d) t = 10/|J |, (b,e) t = 30/|J |,
and (c,f) t = 95/|J | for the (a,b,c) left and (d,e,f) right subsystems of the WKB wave function. At each time the current
magnetization and Loschmidt vector are highlighted as blue and red vectors respectively. The top row shows the part of the
system initially aligned parallel to the z-axis, while the bottom row displays the antiparallel half with the initial orientation
of both marked in yellow. The wave function spreads quickly as fluctuations are enhanced compared to its ferromagnetic
counterpart.81 Interestingly, after an odd number of cusps the Loschmidt echo is dominated by states with finite magnetization,
despite starting in an unpolarized initial state.

servable in state-of-the-art trapped-ion experiments.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have investigated dynamical phase transitions
in transverse-field Ising chains with antiferromagnetic
power-law-decaying interactions through exact diagonal-
ization and infinite matrix product states. Although the
behavior is similar to the ferromagnetic case when in-
teractions are short-range, in the long-range case the
behavior is qualitatively different. Whereas anomalous
cusps are a prominent feature of quenches within the or-
dered phase in the case of long-range ferromagnetic in-
teractions, they are absent during all accessible evolution
times in the case of even the longest-range antiferromag-
netic interactions that we can numerically achieve. We
attribute this to the significantly weaker overall domain-

wall binding in the antiferromagnetic case, and addition-
ally the fact that monopole excitations are repulsive un-
like in the ferromagnetic case where both dipoles and
monopoles are energetically favored to bind for small
quenches.

This picture persists even in the integrable case of
infinite-range interactions. There, domain walls are not
defined even in the ordered phase, and local spin flips
(equivalent to bound domain walls in 1D) are the lowest-
lying quasiparticles. However, in this case the model
hosts a first-order phase transition at zero transverse-
field strength in equilibrium at zero temperature. Con-
sequently, quenching from the ground-state manifold will
always lead to regular cusps and concomitantly an order
parameter oscillating around its long-time steady-state
value of zero.

It is important to note that we cannot rule out anoma-
lous cusps arising at very long times for small quenches
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within the ordered phase in the regime with domain-wall
binding in the antiferromagnetic case. However, it seems
certain that these times are inaccessible in our numer-
ics and, therefore, are likely too long to be reached in
modern quantum synthetic matter setups.

Our work further highlights the crucial role constrained
dynamics plays in dynamical phase transitions, and how
long-range interactions are neither a sufficient nor nec-
essary condition for anomalous dynamical criticality. In-
deed, we find no anomalous cusps for all accessible evo-
lution times in the antiferromagnetic case even when
long-range interactions are relevant (exponent α ≤ 2.25).
However, it is known that quantum Ising chains with
ferromagnetic exponentially decaying interactions, which
are in the short-range universality class in equilibrium,
will still give rise to anomalous cusps because one can
achieve a profile there where domain-wall binding is
prominent.89 Our findings therefore provide further in-
sight into the nature of anomalous cusps and under what
conditions they are prominent in the return rate.

The results presented in this paper can be observed in
modern ion-trap setups where long-range antiferromag-
netic interactions are naturally induced. This is due to
the fact that the lowest-lying and best-separated mode
of radial phonons is the zig-zag one.118 This should make
the detection of dynamical phase transitions in long-
range antiferromagnetic quantum Ising chains a natural
target following their ferromagnetic counterparts, which
have already been investigated.29
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Appendix A: Two-kink model

The single-domain wall states in the effective Hilbert
space of the two-kink model can be denoted |j,M〉, where
j indicates the spatial position of the first site of the
domain of length M . As such, the state |j,M〉 has its
spins on sites j up to j+M−1 all flipped with respect to
a ground state of Eq. (2) at zero transverse-field strength.
This ground state is doubly degenerate for α > 0, and
is thus one of two possible Néel states in the case of AF
interactions, or a fully z-up or z-down polarized state
when the interactions are FM; see Fig. 1(a). It is also
evident that at zero strength of the transverse field, the
states |j,M〉 are eigenstates of Eq. (2). The two-kink

Hamiltonian can thus be written as

Hkink =
∑
j

∑
M

{
Vα,χ(M) |j,M〉 〈j,M |

− h
[
|j,M〉

(
〈j,M − 1|+ 〈j + 1,M − 1|

+ 〈j,M + 1|+ 〈j − 1,M + 1|
)

+ H.c.
]}
. (A1)

The terms ∝ h correspond to the growth or shrinking of
the domain via a magnetic-field induced spin-flip.

Appendix B: Details regarding iMPS calculations

In this Appendix, we explain how power-law interac-
tions are realized in our iMPS implementation, we discuss
the backward time-evolution trick employed to double
the maximal time evolution reached in the return rate,
and we define rate-function branches from the eigenval-
ues of the MPS transfer matrix.

1. Implementation of long-range interactions

In a strict sense, power-law interactions are not pos-
sible to implement in iMPS, because the latter is based
on matrix product operator (MPO) formulations of ex-
ponentials in Hamiltonian parts composed of commut-
ing terms. Naturally, this is ideal for systems where
an MPO description is possible such as when interac-
tions are exponentially decaying. However, up to good
accuracy, a power-law decay can be approximated by
a sum of exponentials, with the number of the latter
increasing the longer-range the power-law interactions
are. Consequently, a sum of the MPO representations of
these exponentials will accurately model the correspond-
ing power-law interaction profile.139 The approximation
of the power-law profile with exponentials is given by

∑
j<l

1

|j − l|α
σzjσ

z
l ≈

∑
j<l

K∑
n=1

cnu
|j−l|−1
n , (B1)

where K is the number of exponentials used. The coef-
ficients cn and un are real numbers with 0 ≤ un < 1,
and they are computed using a nonlinear least-squares
fit. Our fidelity threshold for this fit is an error ε ≈
O(10−10 − 10−8), where K is chosen over a distance d

such that
∑K
n=1 cnu

d−1
n < ε. Consequently, K increases

the smaller α is, thereby limiting how long-range the in-
teractions we implement can be. For more details on the
implementation of long-range interactions in iMPS, we
refer the reader to Ref. 139.

2. Backward time-evolution trick

This trick entails noticing that the Loschmidt am-
plitude can be rewritten as G(t) = 〈ψ0| e−iHt |ψ0〉 =
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〈ψ0| e−iHt/2e−iHt/2 |ψ0〉, which means that to reach an
evolution time t in the Loschmidt return rate, one need
only time-evolve |ψ0〉 up to t/2 to obtain |ψ(t/2)〉 =
exp(−iHt/2) |ψ0〉, which is then complex conjugated to

obtain |ψ(−t/2)〉 = |ψ(t/2)〉 = exp(iHt/2) |ψ0〉. In
iMPS, we therefore evolve |ψ0〉 forward in time to a max-
imal evolution time tmax (within convergence at a certain
time-step and bond dimension), allowing results for r(t)
up to 2tmax. Since this trick cannot be applied to the lo-
cal order parameter M(t), results for the latter are only
available up to tmax.78

3. MPS transfer matrix and rate-function branches

According to the definition of the return rate given in
Eq. (1), the latter is the negative of the natural logarithm
of the dominant eigenvalue of the mixed MPS transfer
matrix T (t) between MPS tensors at evolution times 0
and t.78 The spectral radius of T (t) is bounded above
by unity. Let us order the eigenvalues εn(t) of T (t) in
descending order by magnitude: ε1(t) ≥ ε2(t) ≥ . . . ≥
εD(t). Then the rate-function branches are

rn(t) = −2 ln|εn(t)|. (B2)

Consequently, the return rate is r(t) = r1(t) ≤ r2(t) ≤
r3(t) ≤ . . . ≤ rD(t). At a critical time tc, when a cusp
appears in the return rate, the return rate and the first
rate-function branch are equal, r(tc) = r2(tc). This is
particularly useful since the nonanalyticities of DPT-II
are nothing but level crossings of the eigenspectrum of
T (t). Such level crossings are characteristic of first-order
phase transitions.

It is worth noting that T (t) is an approximation of
the physical quantum transfer matrix arising in a real-
time path-integral formulation of the Loschmidt ampli-
tude G(t) = 〈ψ0| e−iHt |ψ0〉.

Appendix C: Néel state with permutation invariance

A Néel state has minimal magnetization, thus for an
odd number N , we can choose (without loss of generality)
m = 1/2. The spin length, on the other hand, is a bit

more subtle, since the Néel state is no eigenstate of Ŝ2 =

Ŝ2
x + Ŝ2

y + Ŝ2
z with Ŝa = 1

2

∑N
i=1 σ

a
i .

To explain the general procedure, let us first consider
a system of only three spins with the Néel state |↑↓↑〉,

which we want to express in terms of the simultaneous
eigenstates of Ŝ2 and Ŝz denoted as∣∣∣∣32 , 1

2

〉
=

1√
3

(
|↑↑↓〉+ |↑↓↑〉+ |↓↑↑〉

)
(C1a)∣∣∣∣12 , 1

2

〉
a

=

√
2

3

(
|↑↑↓〉 − 1

2
|↑↓↑〉 − 1

2
|↓↑↑〉

)
(C1b)∣∣∣∣12 , 1

2

〉
b

=
1√
2

(
|↑↓↑〉 − |↓↑↑〉

)
. (C1c)

This is achieved by

|↑↓↑〉 =
1√
3

∣∣∣∣32 , 1

2

〉
− 1√

6

∣∣∣∣12 , 1

2

〉
a

+
1√
2

∣∣∣∣12 , 1

2

〉
b

, (C2)

which involves the states
∣∣ 1
2 ,

1
2

〉
a

and
∣∣ 1
2 ,

1
2

〉
b
, which are

indistinguishable with respect to the time-evolution. For
the infinite-ranged system these behave identically, such
that we can write the equivalency statement

|↑↓↑〉 =
1√
3

∣∣∣∣32 , 1

2

〉
+

√
2

3

∣∣∣∣12 , 1

2

〉
. (C3)

This construction can be extended to arbitrary system
sizes with N spins. Since the Hamiltonian is integrable
there exist N conserved quantities, i.e., the N − 1 quan-

tities ~S2
n ≡ Sx2n + Sy2n + Sz2n (n = 2, . . . , N) and the

Hamiltonian itself satisfy [~S2
n, Hα=0] = 0, where Sβn =∑n

i=1 s
β
i with β = x, y, z. Therefore, we can label each

eigenstate by |S1, S2, · · · , Sn, · · · , SN , SzN 〉, where Sn ∈
{|Sn−1− 1

2 |, · · · , Sn−1+ 1
2}. For example, the three states

in Eqs. (C1),
∣∣ 3
2 ,

1
2

〉
,
∣∣ 1
2 ,

1
2

〉
a

and
∣∣ 1
2 ,

1
2

〉
b
, correspond to∣∣1, 32 , 12〉, ∣∣1, 12 , 12〉 and

∣∣0, 12 , 12〉 respectively. We can rep-
resent the LMG eigenstate |S2, · · · , Sn, · · · , SN , SzN 〉 in
the uncoupled tensor basis

∣∣sz1, sz2, · · · , szN−1, szN〉 using
the following identity

|j1, j2, j,m〉 =
∑
m1,m2

|j1,m1〉 |j2,m2〉W j1j2
m1m2,jm

δm,m1+m2

=
∑
m2

|j1,m−m2〉 |j2,m2〉W j1j2
(m−m2)m2,jm

.

(C4)

Here, W j1j2
m1m2,jm

are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of

total angular momentum eigenstates |j1, j2, j,m〉 in the
uncoupled tensor product basis.

Therefore, we have
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|S1, S2, · · · , SN−1, SN , SzN 〉

=
∑
szN

W
SN−1

1
2

(Sz
N−szN )szN ,SNSz

N
|SN−1, SzN − szN 〉

∣∣∣∣12 , szN
〉

=
∑

szN−1,s
z
N

W
SN−2

1
2

(Sz
N−szN−szN−1)s

z
N−1,SN−1(Sz

N−szN )W
SN−1

1
2

(Sz
N−szN )szN ,SNSz

N

∣∣SN−2, SzN − szN − szN−1〉 ∣∣∣∣12 , szN−1
〉 ∣∣∣∣12 , szN

〉
...

=
∑

sz2 ,··· ,szN−1,s
z
N

N∏
n=2

W
Sn−1

1
2

(Sz
N−

∑N
k=n s

z
k)s

z
n,Sn(Sz

N−
∑N

k=n s
z
k+s

z
n)

∣∣sz1, sz2, · · · , szN−1, szN〉
=

∑
sz2 ,··· ,szN−1,s

z
N

N∏
n=2

W
Sn−1

1
2(∑n−1

k=1 s
z
k

)
szn,Sn

(∑n
k=1 s

z
k

) ∣∣sz1, sz2, · · · , szN−1, szN〉
=

∑
sz2 ,··· ,szN−1,s

z
N

N∏
n=2

W
Sn−1

1
2

Sz
n−1s

z
n,SnSz

n

∣∣sz1, sz2, · · · , szN−1, szN〉 , (C5)

where we have used the conservation of total angular
momentum projection in the z-direction, i.e., SzN =∑N
k=1 s

z
k. Since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can al-

ways be chosen as real numbers, we thus can represent
the uncoupled tensor state in the LMG basis∣∣sz1, sz2, · · · , szN−1, szN〉
=

∑
S1,··· ,SN

N∏
n=2

W
Sn−1

1
2

Sz
n−1s

z
n,SnSz

n
|S1, S2, · · · , SN−1, SN , SzN 〉 .

(C6)

This expression is the general form for the three spins
Eq. (C2). Because the flexibility of spin chain configura-
tions S1, · · · , SN−1, the subspace {|SN = S, SzN = m〉} is
degenerate with its degeneracy DN (S) given by

DN (S) =
2S + 1

N + 1

(
N + 1
N
2 − S

)
. (C7)

Applying Eq. (C6) to the Néel state with an odd number
of spins and collecting all the states in the degenerate
subspace, we obtain a general expression for arbitrary
(odd) system sizes

|Néel〉N ≡ |↑↓ · · · ↑〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
N

=
∑
S

√
DN (S)∑
S′ DN (S′)

∣∣∣∣SN = S,
1

2

〉
. (C8)

The above expression can be proved as follows. We first
we assume Eq. (C8) is valid for Néel state of N spins,
which is true for N = 3 from Eq. (C3). By representing
the product state |↓↑〉 in the basis of singlet and triplet
states, we can obtain the Néel state of N + 2 spins via
the following construction

|Néel〉N+2 = |Néel〉N ⊗ |↓↑〉

∝
∑
S

√
DN (S)

∣∣∣∣SN = S,
1

2

〉
1√
2

(
|1, 0〉 − |0, 0〉

)
=
∑
S

√
DN (S)

2

(
WS,1

1
2 ,0;S−1,

1
2

∣∣∣∣S − 1,
1

2

〉
+WS,1

1
2 ,0;S+1, 12

∣∣∣∣S + 1,
1

2

〉
+WS,1

1
2 ,0;S,

1
2

∣∣∣∣S, 1

2

〉
−WS,0

1
2 ,0;S,

1
2

∣∣∣∣S, 1

2

〉)
=
∑
S

√
1

2

[
DN (S + 1)(WS+1,1

1
2 ,0;S,

1
2

)2 +DN (S − 1)(WS−1,1
1
2 ,0;S,

1
2

)2 +DN (S)((WS,0
1
2 ,0;S,

1
2

)2 + (WS,1
1
2 ,0;S,

1
2

)2)
] ∣∣∣∣S, 1

2

〉
∝
∑
S

√
DN+2(S)

∣∣∣∣SN+2 = S,
1

2

〉
. (C9)
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In the last two steps, we have regrouped the terms with
the same total spin SN+2 = S and made use of the iden-
tities

WS+1,1
1
2 ,0;S,

1
2

= −1

2

√
2S + 1

S + 1
, (C10a)

WS,1
1
2 ,0;S,

1
2

=
1

2

√
1

S(S + 1)
, (C10b)

WS−1,1
1
2 ,0;S,

1
2

=
1

2

√
2S + 1

S
, (C10c)

WS,0
1
2 ,0;S,

1
2

= 1. (C10d)

By normalising Eq. (C9), the identity Eq. (C8) is thus
proved. For simplicity, we drop the footnote of DN (S)
and obtain Eq. (6) in the main text. The present ap-
proach allows us to evaluate any expectation value of
operators that can be expressed in terms of Ŝα, which
in particular includes the Loschmidt echo and its quench
dynamics. However, a staggered magnetization is not
covered by this class, which is easy to understand as
staggering is not uniquely defined in a zero-dimensional
system.
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